Fast & Fun Fashion

L

ace can be feminine,
sultry, sophisticated, and
youthful or mature. It
has always been a symbol of
luxury, but fortunately, lace is
more available than ever. It is
in style, it can be a≠ordable,
and it’s easy to sew. All you
need to know is how to
sew a seam and a couple
of edge finishing
techniques, and you’ll
be wearing lace for
dress-up and for play.

JUDITH NEUKAM
is Threads’ senior
technical editor.

LadyLace
Try this easy-to-sew
filigree fabric
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Choose the lace

For your first venture, select a lace similar to the one shown here, which has
a design on a mesh or net background with contiguous and joined motifs.
B EAUTI FU L B O R D E RS M A K E
L AC E FU N TO U S E .
Think of them as selvages. They
most often take a scalloped form,
and they can be manipulated to fit
a garment’s edge.

PL AN YOU R PROJ ECT SO TH E
MOTI FS ALL FAC E TH E R IGHT
DI R ECTION. Lace doesn’t have
a true grain, but it often has a
directional design.

M AKE SU R E TH ER E’S ENOUGH
B OR DER TO FI N ISH TH E
GARMENT ’S EDGE. On this lace top,
the only original edge is on the right
sleeve. The neckline has an applied trim.
The other edges have an applied border
that was cut from the selvage.

Supplies

Pair lace with a pattern

BACK

54 inches

AKE TH E PATTER N. Trace the enlarged godet
{ 1}Mdress
pattern from page 94. Make it 27 inches long

from the neck point to the hem, on the front and back (54
inches total). Don’t separate the pattern on the vertical seam;
trace it as one piece with the front and back and right and
left sides. The small size pattern is 33 inches wide from sleeve
edge to sleeve edge.

Shoulder

33 inches

The goal is to make a bodice that looks as if the lace were made in that shape—
the seams don’t show, and the edges appear to be an organic part of the fabric.

• 11⁄2 yards lace with
scalloped edges
• 1 yard fine braid
• Matching thread
• Pattern paper
• Hand-sewing
needle
• Scissors
• Sewing machine

FRONT

AN TH E L AYOUT. Lay the pattern over the
{ 2}PL
unfolded lace with the right sides up. Align one sleeve

Neck point

cu≠ along a scalloped border, positioning it to make the best
use of the scallop shapes. Then, with a contrasting double
thread, hand-baste the pattern outline on the lace.

TH E L AC E. The neck
{ 3}CUT
edge has a ⁄ -inch seam
1

Basted edge

Cut edges
straight.

Basted seamline

Cut side seams to
follow the lace motif.

4

allowance included; cut that edge,
the front and back hem edges, and
the sleeve without the bordered
edge straight. On the side seams,
cut around complete or partial
motifs outside the basted line. Leave
about 1⁄4 inch extra to trim later. Cut
the extra scalloped borders from the
lace in a strip.
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Sew the seams and two edges

Finish the edges before you sew the seams because it is easier while the lace is flat. Practice the stitching on lace scraps first.

the borders you cut off the yardage over the
straight edges at the cuff and front and back
hemlines. Position them so the scallop either
comes to a point on the seamline or is at the
widest part of the scallop. This way, you can
stretch or shrink the scallop width to fit the
edge when the seams join. Pin the scallops in
position, and take the work to your machine.
Align marked
seams, and stitch
around motifs.

t you r m ac h i n e for a
{ 2}ziSegzag
stitc h. Make it 2 mm

long and 2 mm wide. Install a darning foot
and lower the feed dogs. Free-motionstitch around the inside scallops to attach
the border to the cut edge. Move the lace
smoothly and at an even speed under the
needle; avoid stitching in place. Trim along
the stitching line.

n is h th e n ec kli n e edge.
{ 3}FiI used
a delicate, picot-edged braid.

First, turn 1⁄4 inch of the neckline to the right
side and baste. Pin the trim to the neckline
edge with the tiny loops extending off the
edge. With the same machine settings,
zigzag the trim to the neckline from the
right side. Trim any neckline seam allowance
that extends below the trim. Finally, remove
the basting.

Trim excess lace on
the RS and WS.
Finished
side seam

WS

Finished border
RS

S ew l a p p e d s i d e sea ms. Lap
{ 4}one
front seam edge over the back

seam, aligning the basting and the sleeve
and hem edges. Pin along the seamline.
Machine-zigzag around the free-form edge
through both layers. Adjust the scalloped
edges at the beginning and end of the seam,
and stitch them with the seam. Repeat on
the other side seam.
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Tr im th e sea ms. Trim any extra lace from the wrong side and any
{ 5}extended
edges from the right side. Appliqué scissors make this trimming very
easy. This completes your top. Remember, lace is fragile; it will last longer if you don’t
hang it on a hanger. Store it folded in a drawer.

Photos: Sloan Howard, stylist: Jessica Saal, hair and makeup: Richard Cooley/Utopia/NYC.com. Illustration: Melanie Mencarelli.
Styling credits: earrings—M Flynn (MFlynnJewelry.com), jeans—J Brand jeans (Bloomingdales.com)

ns p l a nt th e b or d e rs.
{ 1}tra
With right sides up on all pieces, lay
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waiting for godet p. 48 & Lady Lace p. 66

Fold on the shoulder line, and trace the front to make the back pattern section. Cut on the solid
lines that aren’t folded, stitch on the dotted lines. Enlarge 686 percent.
= 1 inch
Stitch
termination
point

Shoulder line

⁄4-inch seam

1

allowance

FOLD
FOLD
FOLD
FOLD

Top / 27 in.

FRONT
(Cut 1)

XS (38 in.)
S (42 in.)
M (46 in.)
L (50 in.)
Stitch
termination
point

GODET
FOR DRESS
(Cut 6)

For lace
top, fold
out seam
allowances
and don’t
cut seam.

